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Leader: From the loneliness of troubled times, we 
come 

Congregation: To discover that we are not alone. 

L: Into the dwelling place of togetherness, we come 

C: To collect remnants of hope. 

L: From fear that all is lost, we come 

C: To discover what will save us. 

L: Into the comfort of each other’s arms, we come 

C: To feel the strength that has not yet vanished. 

L: From darkness, we come 

C: To wait until our eyes begin to see. 

L: Into the refuge of fading dreams, we come 

C: To remove illusions and focus new visions. 

L: From despair that walks alone, we come 

C: To travel together. 

L: Into the dwelling place of generations, we come 

C: To pledge allegiance to being peace and doing 
justice. 
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